
 Improve the
 Quality of Care
with Obie
EyeClick is a world leader in interactive 
technology, and the creator of Obie, an 
award-winning gaming and activity solution 
that turns any physical space into an 
immersive and highly entertaining experience.
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One Obie. 
Four Modes. 
Countless Possibilities.
Obie is an interactive gaming console with an embedded, advanced 
projector that transmits onto any surface (floors, walls, and tabletops), 
allowing the participants to engage in active play using body movements, 
hand-eye coordination tactics, and by touching displayed images.
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“Residents are 
responding with love 
and are delighted by 
the activities with Obie.
It helps them to interact 
at a level which is not 
normally easy to attain 
for them.”
- Lisa Mc Allen
Owner of Senior Healthcare Facility

Encourage Moving
A wonderful way to improve mobility and motoric 
capabilities with active games for people in long 
term care.

Cognitive Activity
Combination of cognitive activity, memory 
challenges and entertainment with our 
interactive games.

Social Interactions
Taking turns, reconnect with family and friends 
and create social experiences.

 Improve
 Your Residents
Well Being



The Perfect 
Innovative, Seamless 

and Safe Solution

Simple and Hassle-Free
We take care of everything for you. 
One of our skilled technicians will 

install Obie directly on-site.
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Safe and Germ-Free
Obie provides safe, germ-free, 

and COVID-19 free gaming 
experiences and activities.
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Seamless and Easy Control
Built using the very latest 

technology and equipped with an 
easy-to-use control keyboard.
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Fits Onto Any Space
Obie can project games on any 
floor, wall or tabletop to create 

meaningful joy inside your center.
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Meaningful Play 
in Elderly Life 
Seniors engaged in quality active play-based experiences
will feel better about their physical capabilities and improve
their willingness to communicate.

MEDICAL RESEARCH SHOW

Just 5 minutes a day on games, puzzles, and brain training 
exercises could significantly improve and protect cognitive ability.

Having fun, being active, and challenging your brain on a regular 
basis have a plethora of benefits, such as: improve mental and 
emotional wellbeing and brain function.



Games to Stimulate Cognitive Activity

Solve arithmetic problems by hitting the correct answer. Play 
this game to improve your cognitive skills by becoming better at 
mental calculations.

Memorize the position of the blinking eye appearing on the tiles. 
Train your brain and improve your cognitive skills as it just gets 
harder and harder every round.

Save the queen bee and  her fellow bees captured inside 
the capsules by collapsing flowers of the same kind. 

Feed My Pet

Social
Attention

Movement
Cognitive

Brain Challenge

Attention
Memory
Cognitive

Buzzy Bee

Problem Solving
Attention
Social
Cognitive

Memorize the notes pattern and repeat them. Learn how to 
play piano and improve your cognitive skills. 

Combine multiple cognitive processes to recognize patterns 
and exercise your logical reasoning.

Maestro

Social
Attention

Memory
Cognitive

Mahjong King

Attention
Memory
Cognitive

Learning and memorizing new information is the best 
way to improve your cognitive skills.

Into Space

Attention
Social
Memory
Cognitive

Problem Solving



Define and categorize numbers by the ascending order to 
complete a level. Socialize with friends and improve your 
numerical perception.

Socialize and collaborate with your friends to move around 
to reveal the colorful masterpieces.

Socialize with friends to create music that livens up the 
room and puts a smile on your face. 

Series

Movement
Cognitive

Color Frames

Attention
Movement

Xylophone

Attention
Movement

Tap and hold to sketch the perfect lines to reveal 
each masterpiece.

Interact and socialize with friends to beat them and become the 
winner. Make your monster happy by selecting the correct tooth. 

Sketch It

Big Mouth

Memory
Cognitive

Social

Social
Attention

Attention

Games For Social Interaction

Find the correct stages to understand the life cycle 
of an animal or a plant.

Cycle of Life

Attention

Memory
Cognitive

Social

Social

Social Social



Games To  Encourage Moving

Move around to pop the balloons as they fly from all directions. 
Keep tab of how many balloons you pop and which color gets 
the most action.

Move as fast as you can and, collect as many eggs as possible. 
Make sure you don't hit the bunny. 

Chasing the moving numbers is easy and fun. You will 
improve your stamina and get into shape while playing.

Balloons

Attention
Social
Movement

Eggster

Social
Attention

Memory
Movement

Numbers

Social
Movement

Cognitive

The players need to move around and harvest all the 
watermelons before they turn into bombs.

Move around and hit the ball to break all the bricks. Beware of 
the obstacles and get many power ups to finish the level.    

Smash the Melon 2

Break It

Social
Movement

Movement
Social
Attention



Discover All the 
Possibilities of Obie
Contact us and learn more about how Obie 
can improve your care center activities!

Contact@eyeclick.com

30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

AFFORDABLE PLANS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET 

20 INTERACTIVE GAMES


